Job Title:
Graphic Design Intern (unpaid)

About the Children’s Museum of Manhattan:
The Children’s Museum of Manhattan (CMOM), is dedicated to inspiring children and families to learn about themselves and the world around them through hands-on interactive exhibitions and programs for the family audience.

Job Description:
CMOM is seeking a Graphic Design Intern to work as part of the graphics and exhibition design team. The intern will design marketing materials that may include invitations, posters, advertisements, and digital media. Depending on the level of skill, talent and interest, the Graphic Designer may also work on graphics projects related to the exhibitions.

Requirements:
• Talented conceptual designer
• Willingness to take on challenges and work to find solutions
• A team player who enjoys working in a collaborative environment
• Adobe InDesign, Photoshop, and Illustrator skills
• Basic understanding of the family audience and its diverse needs
• Excellent organization skills
• Work a minimum of 8 hours per week

The Graphic Designer works as part of the exhibition team and reports to the Art Director and takes direction from the Associate Art Director.

To apply:
Please submit a cover letter, resume and a link to your sample work to klilley@cmom.org